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Draft Active Travel Plan – Submission from The ACT Equestrian Association 

 

The ACT Equestrian Association Inc welcomes the opportunity to comment on the government’s 

draft Active Travel Plan.  

The ACT Equestrian Association Inc represents a dozen competitive and recreational equestrian 

clubs in the ACT whose members use the public open space to exercise their horses for recreation 

and fitness. Canberra is recognised as having the highest urban population of horses in Australia; 

there are 1700 recreational horses in the ACT living in government horses holding paddocks and 

private agistment facilities.  

The government paddocks across Canberra are deliberately linked to each other with approximately 

500km of designated horse trails on public land. The National Trail, Australia’s longest non-

motorised, self-reliant trekking route passes through the national capital. The government has 

mapped these trails as part of its Active Travel Network and produced an equestrian specific map 

available at 

https://actgov.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=4f9a0dc6b62c4d62b784d4f4d1

6f299b&folderid=164bb1a3ea574c01b643b0d9cf57dd23.  

The statement on page 8: Our city’s original planning has delivered many benefits, including plenty 

of large open spaces to walk and ride for recreation, could have been written about horse riding in 

the ACT. On page 7 Walking and riding are very popular forms of recreation and great ways to keep 

fit, explore Canberra and socialise. 

The Active Travel Framework included equestrians as active travellers, why have they been omitted 

from this update? 

Despite the fact that equestrians routinely share public open space with other users, the Draft Active 

Travel Plan does not even mention their existence or discuss the potential issues inherent in sharing 

those spaces. It is as if horse riding as an active recreation does not exist. It is beyond extraordinary 

that the same government can produce a Plan with a vision to make to make it safer, accessible, 

more convenient and more pleasant to choose walking, cycling and other types of active travel – 

whether for commuting, recreation or social activities (p7)and not mention the word horse in 40 

pages. 
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There is no consideration that Variation 348 to the Planning and Development Act 2017 specifically 

states that in new estate development opportunities should also be explored to provide for 

equestrian usage in the context of an equestrian trail plan. The equestrian trail network is not a dead 

artifact. There are identified proposals for new trail connections. The equestrian trail plan exists and 

it should be a consideration in the any development of an Active Travel Plan. 

While there are large parts of urban Canberra where no horse rider wants to be, a quick look at the 

map of equestrian trails will show that they use green spaces all over the territory; they use 

management tracks in nature reserves; they use green corridors in suburbs where those things are 

considered a public amenity; they use existing road verges to connect with horse paddocks and with 

Equestrian Park at Yarralumla; they share many underpasses on these green connections to get 

safely from one part of the city to another; one of only two camping sites suitable for equestrian 

travellers on the National Trail is just below Scrivener Dam. There is an entire suit of government 

sanctioned, equestrian focussed, way-signage designed to make it safer for all users of our green 

spaces. 

Yet, this Active Travel Plan, not only never acknowledges that equestrians use the spaces it is 

discussing but completely ignores the potential impact such an attitude will have, not only on the 

safety of equestrian users, but on their very ability to use those elements of our open space they 

have been using for at least half a century.  

Looking at the interactive Travel Plan map one can easily find requests for bike paths on verges 

currently used as horse trails, even parts of the National Trail. As we know from experience, as soon 

as a ‘bike path’ appears in such spaces the level of risk to our community rises exponentially. There 

are numerous requests for green space to be bituminised for the convenience of cyclists without any 

consideration of users of such spaces who do not want to exercise on bitumen.  

Horses have been driven into traffic on the Bindubi Street section of the National Trail by cyclists 

speeding on the existing shared path. Despite signage asking cyclists to give way to horses in 

underpasses, individuals on wheels continue to speed up horses’ bums. There is nothing in the Plan 

that indicates that any new consideration will be given to existing users of cycling desire lines. 

The Active Travel Plan celebrates new Molonglo River Bridge on John Gorton Drive which will include 

two kilometres of off-road shared path, as well as on- road cycle lanes and an underpass for people 

walking and cycling. This is an example of how we are ensuring all new or upgraded strategic 

transport corridors include protected infrastructure for active travel (p25). The statement completely 

ignores the fact that Development Decision for the new bridge specifically says: Coppins Crossing 

should also be utilised as part of the designated equestrian trail system.  

Transport Canberra and City Services seem to have found including horse riders as potential future 

users of Coppins Crossing so problematic that they have excluded mention of them altogether. 

On page 22 the Active Travel Plan flags that: 

As we continue to expand Canberra’s cycling network we will: 

• investigate and respond to the community’s suggestions and comments about the 

network, to improve safety, access and comfort; 

• continue to add wayfinding signs and marking to the cycle network and update 

existing signs so they are current with the CBR cycle routes network map; 

• continue to distribute information about our cycle network, including maps and trip 

planning tools; 

• work with other ACT Government agencies, the Commonwealth Government 

and private developers to deliver safe, connected and comprehensive bicycle 



 

 

 

infrastructure for new developments and precincts, such as the Canberra Hospital 

precinct and greenfield sites like the CSIRO Belconnen development 

The ACT Equestrian Association would like to hear as soon as possible from the ACT government 

about its plans to consult with equestrian users of the Territory’s open space connections 

particularly in regard to the impact of the cycling “community’s suggestions and comments for the  

network”. 
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